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European Space Agency has unveiled a new robotic mission to

study near-Earth asteroids and comets in three ways. The mission
is to be known as BepiColombo, and it's targeted to launch in

2018. As part of the mission, two spacecraft—one around 16 feet
wide, the other a bit larger than a small motorcycle—will orbit the
Moon, waiting for a near-Earth asteroid that will be near to Earth's
orbit. An even bigger spacecraft, the size of a tennis court, will fly

around the asteroid. The three spacecraft will close in on the
asteroid and the Earth, moving it into the Earth's path. Then the

Earth and the two spacecraft will come together, and the
spacecraft will fly back in the opposite direction through the same

path. "BepiColombo's current architecture was developed in a
highly collaborative process within ESA," Simonetta Di Pello, head

of the BepiColombo Science Operations Team, said in a
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statement. "The initial system concept has been through rigorous
analysis, and the result is a very robust design, which is hard to
accomplish without broad international collaboration." Exploring
near-Earth asteroids is a logical next step for the Europeans, as

they began long-term observations of the moon back in the
1970s. The European Space Agency (ESA) has also been working
on the long-term observations of the moon. The first European
astronaut, German astronaut Thomas Reiter, has been living on

the International Space Station since March of last year. The ISS's
habitation module has been filled with food and equipment

needed for continued operations, even though there are currently
no plans to go back to the moon. Exploring near-Earth asteroids

was also a possibility for NASA, but the agency canceled its similar
asteroid exploration mission in 2015, after it estimated it wouldn't
have enough money left in its budget for a launch in 2018. In the
same vein, the U.S. began a similar project, but has had problems

meeting funding deadlines. NASA's goal is to send humans to
asteroids by 2025, in part so they can study them up close and
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of providing touch-sensitive control surfaces are known in the art.

The Touch Panel Control Device described in U.S. Pat. No.
6,047,269 includes a window-less bottom panel assembly that is

shaped generally to conform to a contoured steering wheel. A
hinged cover panel may be installed and locked in place against

the bottom panel so that the cover panel may be pivoted to
expose an electronic display or operational surface on the bottom
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panel. However, the bottom panel assembly includes a number of
separate components and fasteners, including a rigid or flexible

support wall, a flexible membrane, and a rigid hinged cover panel.
These parts must be assembled and mounted to the bottom of the
steering wheel, which may require several installers. The resulting

product may also be costly and take longer to produce than
desired. The Self-Contained, Self-Locking Touch Control Apparatus

described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,518,965 includes a number of
components including a hinged cover and a frame assembly that

is fastened to the upper side of the cover. The cover may be
pivoted to an open position to expose the frame assembly.

However, such a device may be overly costly and complicated to
fabricate and assemble. The Infomation Display Interface

Apparatus described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,390,260 includes a hinged
cover panel and frame components that are fastened to the inside

of the cover panel. A circular opening is provided in the cover
panel to permit access to a display device or informational
display. However, such a device may be overly bulky and

complicated to manufacture. The Touch Panel Interface Device
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,286,067 includes a hinged cover panel

that is mounted to a window-less chassis
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for XForce.Q: How to set a minimum width for a child div in a
parent div? I want to set a minimum width for a child of a parent.
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